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What We’re Discussing

● What is Operations Hub

● Workshop: Operations Use Cases

● Questions

We want to hear from you!

Have a question, thought or comment? 
Drop it in the chat!



About Operations Hub.
Why this Hub is a game changer.



What is Operations Hub?

Operations Hub is a new product line from HubSpot that connects your 
apps, syncs and cleans your customer data, and automates your 

business process. 

This product unites your company around a single source of truth and 
frees your operations team from reactive busywork. 

Source: HubSpot



How Operations Hub Can Help:

Sync and Clean Customer Data

Data Quality Automation

Custom Coded Programmable Automation

Advanced Single Object Reporting



Package Options:

Professional
Starting at $800/month

● Everything in Starter
● Programmable automation 

and bots
● Webhooks
● Data quality automation
● Additional reports, lists, and 

workflows

Starter
Starting at $50/month

● Two-way data sync
● Default field mappings
● Historical sync
● All third-party integrations
● Custom Field Mappings

Operations
Hub



Reference Unique Identifiers to 
Simplify Your Lead Routing.



Simplify Your Lead Routing

Use Case:

If your Sales team is divided by a specific segment of your target market 
(geographic, industry, etc) then a simple round-robin amongst reps simply won’t 
cut it. Managing and assigning new prospects based on geographic territory, for 
example, can be tricky… especially when combined with other dimensions. 

Many sales reps may be responsible for covering several specific states and a 
few select large accounts that may span multi-states. The last thing you want is 
to have reps, Ops, or management spending time manually changing prospect 
owner assignments.



The Build

Steps to build:

Each time a prospect is created, you can hit the Hubspot contact API to grab 
the territory and its appropriate sales rep, then compare that to a HubDB 
table of your reps and their regions.  assign it to the correct rep based on the 
IP location of the prospect.

Or if you manage territories at a more granular level than just state, you 
could hit the google maps API using a prospect’s address and fetch 
additional details you could then use in your routing logic, like a geofenced 
area or a distance from a corporate office. 



Automate Data Formatting 
and CRM Cleanliness.



The Use Case:

Data Cleanliness is top of mind for every Ops person that manages a CRM. The 
classic issue a lot of people can relate to is when prospects fill out your forms 
and capitalize their entire name. Instead of leaving that data as is, or manually 
updating, wouldn't it be great if we just correct the letter casing?

While that is a simple use case, we will outline a more advanced build on the 
next slide updating finance information. 

Solving Your 
Data Cleanliness Problem



The Build

Netsuite Data Sync:
1. Configure a data sync with netsuite so that you can pull back billing 

contacts

2. If your finance team gets an updated billing contact we can sync that back 
to hubspot.

3. Similarly, if someones email or address changes, automatically update 
their corresponding HubSpot record. 



Custom Object + Custom 
Coded Action = MAGIC



The Use Case:

In this case study, we outline a custom build that uses the event object and a 
deal based coded action to associate contacts to deals. This coded action is 
helpful, because it also associates activities associated with both the contact 
and deal, which can be used for last touch attribution. 

This allows you to use calculated properties on the deal to show how many 
deals that event generated, how much revenue, etc. 

Case Study: BotKeeper



The Build
1. Use incoming Deal ID to make a 

request to the associations endpoint, 
which will return a batch of all 
associated Contact IDs. 

2. Use the Contact IDs retrieved in Step 1 
to make another batch request to the 
associations endpoint. This time, 
retrieving the IDs of all Events 
associated to the Contacts in Step 1 
with a single request. 

3. Finally, we construct an object 
containing the IDs of all of the Event 
IDs returned in Step 2. We hit the 
associations endpoint one more time 
in order to create a link between all of 
the Events and the enrolled Deal. 



Questions?



THANK YOU
connor@aptitude8.com
mcohen@hubspot.com
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